
Green Party calls for robust
international response to military
coup in Myanmar

1 February 2021

The Green Party is backing calls for a robust international response to the
military coup in Myanmar. Co-leader Jonathan Bartley said:

“It’s unthinkable that off the back of a democratic election, a military led
group should be able to shut down state media, arrest politicians and human
rights activists and declare a state of emergency, all while the global
community looks on.

“We’re calling for the release of these prisoners and respect for the result
of the 2020 election. We also want to see the UK government impose sanctions
against military owned companies in Myanmar.”
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29 January 2021

Jonathan Bartley: “We need to be struggling together against Covid, not
battling each other for vaccine supplies”

The Green Party has called on the UK government to follow the EU [1] and make
public its contract with AstraZeneca in order to stop the worrying battle
over coronavirus vaccines.

Green Party co-leader Jonathan Bartley has called for solidarity across
Europe in the allocation of vaccine supplies to ensure that the most
vulnerable European citizens are protected.

Bartley said:

“The principle that we allocate medicines and health care based on need not
based on power or ability to pay is the central principle of the NHS that we
all value so highly. 

“We need to be struggling together against Covid, not battling each other for
vaccine supplies. A trade war over vaccines can only lead to some of the most
vulnerable in our communities suffering. 

“It’s clear that we need strong political action to prevent profiteering at
the expense of public health. In such a vital area as Covid vaccination that
means we need contracts to be made public, including the UK’s contract with
AstraZeneca, to prevent pharmaceutical companies engaging governments in a
bidding war for such a precious resource.

“We would also argue for all Covid vaccines to be sold on the basis of open
patents so that manufactures can be rolled out at speed across the world,
especially when the science behind the vaccine development was funded at
public expense.

“While our appeal for vaccine sharing is based on a moral principle it is
also rooted in enlightened self-interest. The European market has been our
primarily pharmaceutical market for 40 years now and this means that we
depend on European supplies of crucial drugs that we import from the EU.”



ENDS

Notes

1

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_302

2

The governmentrequested drug suppliers to build up six-week stockpiles ahead
of Brexit on 31 December, which may mean supplies need replenishing around
the middle of February
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Jonathan Bartley: “For any election to be free and fair then it is vital
political parties have the ability to campaign so the public can engage
with the choices on offer”

The Green Party has warned of the threat to democracy as a result of the
Government’s advice that on the ground campaigns for this year’s local
elections should stop
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Cabinet Office Minister Chloe Smith has this week written to political
parties saying door to door campaigning was “neither essential nor
necessary”. [1]

The Green Party has followed public health and legal guidance in recent weeks
in order to deliver community support and advice to residents who may be
struggling or digitally excluded. The feedback has been exceptionally
positive. Local councillors have helped residents in accessing hot meals,
parents in need of laptops for home schooling and isolated residents have
access to befriending opportunities.

Green Party co-leader Jonathan Bartley said:

“Democracy is a process, not a one off event. For any election to be free and
fair then it is vital political parties have the ability to campaign so the
public can engage with the choices on offer, but at the moment the
Conservatives in Government are saying traditional campaigning at the grass
roots level should effectively cease.

“There are serious questions about who is empowered to make such a decision
in a democracy. To avoid conflicts of interest this should be decided by a
body such as the Electoral Commission, not a party that stands to gain from
the decision.

“Greens want elections to be held as soon as it is practically safe for the
whole democratic process to take place, including community campaigning,
which is a crucial part of allowing people to have a genuine choice of
parties to vote for. That may mean we have to delay the May elections.”
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1

https://inews.co.uk/news/politics/political-parties-suspend-leafleting-door-c
ampaigning-covid-842152?fbclid=IwAR2jfXGI8Cd8JzXbBOucL3b-
N4z8lxpYSBVNs2OV2jAmT_FTQ_OPG8z0yH8
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Environment Bill

26 January 2021

The Green Party has condemned the government’s decision to delay the
Environment Bill for the third time today. [1]

MPs will debate amendments to the Bill in the House of Commons this
afternoon, but the government has said further discussions will not go ahead
until the next Parliamentary session.

Sian Berry, Green Party co-leader and Mayor of London candidate, said:

“This government says it will prioritise the environment, but once again when
it comes to taking action they delay and disappoint. Boris Johnson has spoken
about building back better, yet his government cannot even be bothered to
make sure this crucial piece of legislation goes ahead in a timely manner.

“As it stands, the Bill is too weak in a number of areas, but that is why it
is absolutely vital that parliamentarians, including the Green Party’s
Caroline Lucas, are able to table amendments and debate it urgently.

“This Bill provides an opportunity for the government to enshrine into law
policy that we desperately need to tackle the climate and nature emergencies.
The environment can’t wait and we need to see the government back up its
rhetoric with legislation”
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-55799191
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Greens warn UK is “paying the price”
for government failure on floods

21 January 2021

Amelia Womack: “People are paying the price for decades of tokenistic
action when it comes to flood risk management”

The Green Party has accused the government of chronic failure over its
inadequate response to flooding. 

As Storm Christoph caused devastation in parts of England and Wales [1],
Green Party Deputy Leader Amelia Womack has said the UK and Welsh governments
must immediately implement a long-term plan to improve natural flood defences
and reassess planning regulations which still allow for new buildings on
flood plains. 

Womack said:  

“Every year, flooding across the UK impacts families and businesses. To add
to this devastation, this year it comes 10 months into a global pandemic
putting added strain on individuals and communities. 

“Climate change increases our likelihood of extreme and damaging weather
across the country. Yet, the government’s announcements of further funding
for flood defences are more often than not too little, too late and lack a
practical plan for the future. 

“Concrete flood defences after an event won’t solve the impact the climate
and ecological emergency is having on our flood risk. We need a long-term
vision to reassess how we work with the land by improving natural flood
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defences, and working with our environment which has been proven to be far
more effective. 

“Given this happens every year we need to adapt our planning system to the
climate changed world and recognise that we can no longer build homes and
commercial premises on floodplains.  

“People are paying the price for decades of tokenistic action when it comes
to flood risk management. We need the UK government to start showing true
global leadership by introducing the policies that will reduce our carbon
emissions as soon as possible and restore our ecosystems. Taking real climate
action will not only help reduce the impact of climate change, but will also
help us create thousands of good quality jobs in our communities.” 

Greater Manchester is one of the areas hit hardest by the latest storm. 

Melanie Horrocks, Green Party candidate for Mayor of Greater Manchester,
said: 

“My thoughts are with everyone affected by these floods, which have come at
the worst possible time. A huge thanks to the staff of local councils,
dealing with yet another front line emergency. Councils have been stretched
more than ever over the past year, and now have to deal with this at the same
time. It makes it all the more important that the government provides more
support for councils, for businesses affected, and for those who will end up
self-isolating as a result. 

“The planning system makes it far too easy for flooding risks to be
increased. This week should be a wake-up call for those wanting to build on
vast swathes of the green belt across Greater Manchester. All public funds
need to be divested away from fossil fuels investments, and the only
responsible approach for the future of Greater Manchester is one which
includes reduced airport use, not expansion. 

“Yet again, records are being broken by the consequences of extreme weather.
This is the new normal. Politicians at every level need to step up, urgently,
to stop climate change spiralling beyond anything we can influence.”  
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-55743246
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